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(1.0) GENERAL SAFETY INFORMATION
 

Miller Couplers are designed to provide a safe 
and reliable solution for the easy changeover of 
standard OEM buckets and attachments for 
most popular machines in the same operating 
weight. 
 
Miller cannot anticipate every possible 
circumstance that might involve a potential 
hazard. The warnings in this publication and 
on the product are, therefore, not all-inclusive. 
If a tool, procedure, work method or operating 
technique that is not specifically recommended 
by Miller is used; you must satisfy yourself that 
it is safe for you and for others. You should also 
ensure that the product will not be damaged or 
be made unsafe by the operation, lubrication, 
maintenance or repair procedures that you 
choose.  It is the owner’s and operator’s 
responsibility therefore to ensure the coupler is 
in a good safe working condition. 

WARNING IMPORTANT NOTICE - This 
product may enable the operator to use 
buckets or attachments for which it is not 
specifically designed, i.e. oversized tools, 
buckets or equipment. You must always ensure 
that the operating capacity of the excavator is 
not exceeded as the excavator may become 
unstable and could be dangerous. 

DANGER - Hydraulic Fluid Never use 
your hands to search for hydraulic fluid leaks, 
use a piece of paper or cardboard.  Escaping 
fluid under pressure can be invisible and can 
penetrate the skin and cause serious injury.  If 
affected, see a doctor at once.   

WARNING - Coupler Condition A 
defective coupler could injure you or others. Do 
not operate a coupler that is defective. 

  
WARNING - Decals To ensure the safe 

operation of the quick coupler you must place 
the coupler decal in the machine cab where 
it can be seen clearly. Replace unreadable or 
missing decals with new ones before operating 
the machine.  

  
WARNING - Smoking Do not smoke 

whilst working on the hydraulic system.   
 

WARNING – Lifting Always use the 
correctly rated shackle and lifting equipment. 
Refer to the coupler badge to ascertain product 
weight. Never use worn, damaged or undersized 
lifting equipment.

    
WARNING - Machine Operation Always 

stop the machine and shut off the engine when 
leaving the machine.  Never keep the machine 
running whilst installing or servicing the 
coupler.  

WARNING - Manual Handling Take care 
when manually handling coupler & components, 
bucket and installation pins.  Refer to the table 
section 2.2 page 7 to ascertain product weights.

WARNING - Safety Shutdown Procedure 
Work of any type on machinery is always more 
dangerous when the machine is operating. 
Before cleaning, lubricating or servicing this 
unit, the following Safety Shutdown Procedure 
should always be followed:
1 Move the host machines propulsion control 
 to the neutral position and idle the engine 
 down.
2 Shut off the hydraulic fluid flow to the 
 Coupler
3 Position the coupler so that it is completely 
 resting on the ground
4 Engage the host machine’s park brake
5 Move the host machine’s throttle to slow 
 idle, shut the engine off and remove the
 ignition key.
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(1.1) MPG COUPLER OPERATION - TO ATTACH

WARNING - Never place your hands inside 
the coupler, or attempt to make adjustments or 
repairs while the hydraulic system is pressurised.  
Never switch to the release or off position while 
the coupler is in use.  Never use the front or back 
of the hydraulic hook/jaw as a lifting device. 

WARNING - The operator should be 
familiar with the correct use of the coupler before 
operation.

   
WARNING - Place the coupler decal in 

the machine cab where it can be seen clearly.  
Replace unreadable ones with new ones before 
operating the machine.

WARNING - The operator must ensure 
that all steps of the MPG coupler operation 
attachment procedure, found on these pages 
and also on the in-cab decal, are followed in 
the correct order.  Failure to do so may result 
in the bucket or attachment being inadvertently 
released due to incorrect operation.

WARNING - Buckets/attachments must 
NEVER be lifted or moved without BOTH bucket/
attachment pins being FULLY ENGAGED.  Failure 
to do so will result in bucket/attachment release 
and could result in serious injury or fatality. 

WARNING – Never operate the MPG 
Coupler without the safety pin in place.

!

!

!

!

!

!

Ensure the coupler safety pin is removed. Place 
coupler in the curled/crowded position. Turn the 
coupler switch to the release or off position - the 
buzzer will sound. Hold the bucket crowd lever 
for approx. 5-10 seconds to allow the hook to 
fully retract. Visually inspect to check the hook is 
fully retracted (fig 1.1 & 1.2).

fig 1.1 fig 1.2

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Ensure that the hook is fully retracted before 
attempting to engage the bucket/attachment. 
Place the coupler above the bucket /attachment. 

fig 1.3

Curl the coupler to engage the bucket pins.

Continue to curl the coupler until the bucket is 
lifted off the ground.

fig 1.4

fig 1.5
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Step 5 Step 6

Step 7

Step 8

Fully curl/crowd the bucket.  Switch to the attach 
or on position, the buzzer will cease.  Hold the 
bucket crowd lever for approx. 5-10 seconds 
to allow the hook to fully engage and clamp the 
bucket pin (fig 1.6).

Below figures 1.7 and 1.8 show the hook fully 
engaged and clamping the bucket pin.

DANGER - If the bucket/attachment pins 
have not been correctly engaged the hook MUST 
NOT be retracted.  This could force the bucket/
attachment to be unintentionally released from 
the coupler and could result in machine damage 
or personal injury.  Please refer to step 8 for 
remedial action. 

!

If it is not possible to view this from the cab then 
the operator must get out of the cab and stand in 
a safe place to visually inspect before operating 
the machine.

Visually inspect and check that the hook is 
engaged.

fig 1.10

fig 1.9

fig 1.11

To ensure that the bucket/attachment pins are 
securely held by the coupler, apply pressure to the 
bucket/attachment by rotating it against the ground 
and away from the machine before operating.

fig 1.6

fig 1.8

fig 1.7

hook 
engaged

hook 
engaged
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WARNING – The MPG Coupler frame is a 
multi-hole design, in some cases the safety pin 
will fit freely into more than one hole. If this occurs 
use the hole closest to the hook without forcing 
the safety pin into position. The safety pin must 
be fitted by hand pressure only, not hammered or 
forced into position.

!

Step 10

Step 9

If the hook is correctly engaged the manual back 
up safety pin must be inserted (fig 1.12). 

The safety pin must be fitted by hand pressure 
only, not hammered or forced into position. Once 
the safety pin is in place, insert the lynch pin into 
the end of the safety pin to secure it (fig 1.13)

If the hook is correctly engaged then the coupler 
is ready for operation.  If it is not correctly 
engaged then place the bucket/attachment on 
the ground and release the bucket/attachment  
then repeat steps 1 – 8.

fig 1.12

fig 1.13
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MPG COUPLER OPERATION - TO RELEASE

fig 1.14

fig 1.15

fig 1.16

fig 1.17

fig 1.18

WARNING - Do not release or change the 
bucket near any persons or in any areas that 
may result in an accident or injury occurring. 
The switch should be in the attach or on 
position at all times, except during attachment 
or bucket changing only.

!

Step 1 Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Place the bucket/attachment on the ground 
and remove the lynch pin (fig 1.14) and the 
safety pin (fig 1.15)

Turn the coupler switch to the release or off 
position - the buzzer will sound. Hold the bucket 
crowd lever for approx. 5-10 seconds to allow 
the hook to fully retract.

Once the hook is fully retracted slowly curl the 
coupler to a horizontal position to release the 
rear bucket pin. 

Lift the dipper arm until the coupler has 
disengaged the front bucket pin. The coupler is 
now safely disengaged. 
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(1.2) LIFTING WITH THE MPG COUPLER

WARNING – Lifting Always use the 
correctly rated shackle and lifting equipment. 
Refer to the coupler badge to ascertain product 
weight. Never use worn, damaged or undersized 
lifting equipment. 

The coupler has an integral and certified lifting 
eye, the Safe Working Load of which can be 
found stamped into the coupler frame (next to 
the lifting eye).  Do not lift over the SWL limit of 
the coupler. The lifting capability of the machine 
should also be checked prior to lifting. Lift with 
the coupler in a vertical position (fig 1.19).

WARNING - If the coupler is fitted with 
a hydraulic breaker it should not be used for 
long periods without a periodic inspection of 
all working parts. If the hydraulic breaker has 
to be used continuously for long periods of 
time Miller recommend the coupler should be 
removed and the breaker should be mounted 
directly to the machine.

fig 1.19

(1.3) USING DEMOLITION ATTACHMENTS 
& WORK TOOLS

Miller Couplers are able to work with hydraulic 
breakers, various attachments, and work tools, 
depending on pin spread and weight. 

CAUTION - Do not use any tool that 
is not in the correct tonnage class i.e. that 
is larger than that specified by the machine 
manufacturers.  When operating a breaker you 
must always use it in the vertical position when 
ever possible.  Never use the breaker as a lever.  
If using other attachments, the same procedure 
applies.

fig 1.20

fig 1.22

!

!

!

Lifting Eye with 
Lifting Shackle

fig 1.21
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(1.4) INCORRECT COUPLER USE 

1. Moving attachments 
 by front pin only

1. Using the jaw to pick up 
products with chains.

2. Using the corner of the jaw to pick 
up products with chains.

3. Using the hook to pick up 
products with chains.

4. Using the cylinder to pick up 
products with chains.

2. Using jaw to hammer products 
 into the ground

3. Positioning product 
 gripped with hook

The following information highlights some of the operating bad practices that occur in the field.  Miller UK 
strongly advises against these practices and recommends that the coupler should only be used as 
per the operating instructions.
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(2.0) MPG GENERAL MAINTENANCE

DANGER - Hydraulic Fluid
Never use your hands to search for hydraulic 
fluid leaks, use a piece of paper or cardboard.  
Escaping fluid under pressure can be invisible 
and can penetrate the skin and cause serious 
injury.  If affected, see a doctor at once.

Maintenance and Service
To ensure that your quick coupler works safely 
and to maximum efficiency it is imperative that 
it is properly maintained in accordance with the 
following service guidelines.

(2.1) MPG DAILY CHECKS

1. Thoroughly clean the coupler
2.  Check the coupler for cracked, bent or 
broken components, distressed  welds, missing 
parts and oil leaks.  Replace broken parts if 
required.
3.  Ensure that the safety pin is not bent and 
shows no signs of wear including the pin holes.
4. Check the security of the mounting pins, 
locking bolts and nuts.
5. Check the condition of the hydraulic hoses, 
fittings and hydraulic system generally. Replace 
any that are damaged.

iii.  Apply grease via nipple A to the piston end 
 of the cylinder. 
iv. Apply grease via nipple B to the hook
v.  Apply grease via nipple C to the rod eye.

fig 2.1

C

A

B

(2.3) MPG SAFETY PIN CHECK

The following safety check is to be carried out 
to ensure that the safety pin is working correctly 
and is holding the bucket/attachment in position 
as it would in the event of a hydraulic failure. 
This check should be carried out after coupler 
installation and after any maintenance has been 
carried out. Please note: Do not use excessive 
force during these tests.

MPG - Safety Check 
After fitting the safety pin, switch to the off 
position. The hook will retract and the bucket/
attachment will become slack, but should not be 
released. If it is possible to release the bucket/
attachment, select a different hole position and 
re-test. If you are still able to release the bucket/
attachment do not operate. Seek advice under 
these conditions. If you cannot release the 
bucket/attachment then re-engage the hook by 
switching to attach or on and work as normal.

(2.2) MPG WEEKLY CHECKS

It is recommended that the following 
procedures are carried out at least once per 
week.

1. Carry out all daily checks
2. Lubrication points - Ensure that all grease 
points are greased regularly (at least once 
a week minimum). If damaged, replace and 
grease. It is important to follow the lubrication 
instructions in sequence i to v so that none of 
the grease nipples are overlooked.
i. Uncouple the bucket/attachment. (Refer to
 the operation instructions - page 7).
ii.  Retract the coupler cylinder. Switch off the
 engine. 

!
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(6.0) WARRANTY

Warranty Period

The warranty period is twelve (12) months, or 
2,000 hours from date of delivery, whichever is 
the sooner.

Limitation of Liability

Miller shall not be liable for or in respect of:

1. Repair or replacement of (i) any normal  
wearing  parts, (ii) any ageing or deterioration 
caused by foreign substances or by exposure 
to the natural elements or (iii) any consum-
able items, such as oil, grease, filters etc.

2. Any cost of repairs, alterations or replace-
ments made without official Miller authorisation.

3. Any warranted product which has been sub-
jected to:-

 (a)  Misuse, improper operation or 
   misapplication, including but not 
   limited to operation beyond the 
   rated capacity expressly prohibited by 
   the manufacturer of the prime moving 
   machine, as shown in the operator’s 
   manual or rated capacity charts 
   furnished with the prime moving 
   machine.
 
 (b)  Neglect, including but not limited to (i) 
   improper maintenance and storage, (ii) 
   use of the product while any parts are 
   loose, broken or out of order.
 
 (c)  Accident.
 
 (d)  Improper or unauthorised installation, 
   adjustment, repair or alteration, 
   including but not limited to (i) 
   adjustment or assembly procedures, 
   not recommended or authorised in the 
   User Guide manual. (ii) use of 
   unauthorised parts or attachments, (iii) 
   unauthorised modification or alteration.

Miller shall be liable only for repair or 
replacement of parts as described under 
‘warranty coverage’, and Miller shall not be 
liable, whether under breach of warranty, 
negligence or strict liability, for any other 
injury, loss, damage or expenses, whether 
direct or consequential, including but not 
limited to loss of use, income, profit or 
production, increased cost of operation, or 
spoilage of or damage to material.

Alterations

Miller reserves the right to make alterations or 
modifications to their products and literature at 
any time, which in their opinion may improve 
the performance and efficiency of the product. 
Miller shall not be obliged to make such 
alterations or modifications to products already 
in service.

The foregoing warranty is exclusively and 
in lieu of all other warranties, including 
warranties concerning merchantability or 
fitness for a particular purpose, which are 
expressly disclaimed, whether written, oral, 
express or implied.

Miller assumes no other obligations 
or responsibility with respect to the 
products whatsoever, and no employee or 
representative is authorized to change or 
extend this warranty in any way or grant any 
other warranty whatsoever.

If in doubt please contact Miller for free 
advice and assistance, please find contact 
details on back cover.

Warranty Claims

In the event of any warranty claim being 
honoured, the following information must be 
provided to the Seller:- 
i) Serial No., ii) hours worked, iii) host 
machine model and hours worked, iv) working 
environment/application, v) failure details 
including photographic evidence and vi) general 
overview of the concern and how the failure 
occurred.
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Miller India Groundbreaking Pvt Ltd

No5, 2nd Cross, 

Uttaradhimutt Road, 

Shankarpuram, Bangalore, 

India, 560004.

Telephone: +91 9886470605

Email: info@miller.gb.com

Registered Office as above. Registered Number: 2208524

www.millergroundbreaking.com   info@miller.gb.com


